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*48 I. Introduction
Trade secret business information is a valuable commodity. Companies that fail to protect it and the intellectual capital that it
represents quickly lose ground to the competition.1 One of the most versatile and commonly used documents to protect that
information is a nondisclosure agreement or clause covering confidentiality obligations in an employment or business
contract.2 These agreements seek to bar trade secret information from being disclosed, but more than that, these agreements
are used as an important--and sometimes the sole--factor a court considers when evaluating whether the information at issue
qualifies as trade secret information. They are therefore protected by the laws governing trade secrets or exist as another kind
of information that is not protected by such laws.3
This article first provides an overview of the evolution of trade secret law. It then follows with a summary of the view taken
by many courts that the use of a nondisclosure agreement to protect information meets the requirement under the Uniform
Trade Secrets Act (UTSA) that an owner of information must make efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to
maintain its secrecy, even when little or no other efforts are made.4 This article further explores the common reasons that
plaintiffs in trade secret disputes often ignore the nondisclosure agreement that initially served to establish the information, as
a trade secret case will yield more liberal remedies than a breach of contract case brought under the nondisclosure *49
agreement. In such cases it is common that courts may loosely apply contract interpretation principles, and contractual
provisions which limit a contracting party’s liability may be ignored. Finally, this article suggests that the practitioner must
account for these unusual risks when drafting agreements that apply to the exchange of trade secret information.
II. The Rise of the Knowledge Economy and Trade Secret Rights
A. An Overview
As economies transition from the machine age to an age where information transactions comprise a significant portion of
both national and international trade, the laws which define and protect that information are increasingly important.5 This
type of economy, often referred to as a “knowledge economy,” is one where society’s economic activity is based on
information as a business product, with innovative intellectual products transported to all corners of the world.6 Trade secrets
can be considered quite simply as proprietary information which gives a business a competitive advantage.7 Naturally, as

economies have changed, so have these trade secrets. Trade secret rights and the disputes that surround them have evolved
from those involving traditional commercial formulas8 or customer lists,9 to more amorphous types of information like broad
business plans10 or high-tech “know-how.”11 Trade secret rights have evolved so much that some commentators *50 have
argued that the ease by which trade secrets can be established and maintained make them superior to patent rights, which are
filled with bureaucratic delays and lengthy waiting periods for government grants.12 Commentators have further noted that
while the courts appear to be holding patents invalid with greater frequency, the number of decisions granting protection for
trade secrets is on the increase.13
Trade secret law has been the subject of judicial decisions as far back as the mid-1800’s.14 However, trade secret law did not
become significantly standardized until the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL)
approved the UTSA in 1979.15 As of the date of this article, a version of the UTSA has been adopted in all but three states:
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York.16
To qualify information as a trade secret under the UTSA, the owner of the information must make reasonable efforts to
maintain the information’s secrecy.17 *51 One common effort is to use an agreement to govern a recipient’s obligation to
maintain the secrecy of the information and to specify the permissible use of that information.18 Many trade secrets disputes
involve information provided from an employer to an employee, where the information is covered by a nondisclosure
obligation in the employee’s employment contract.19 Indeed, many types of business contracts are likely to contain
nondisclosure provisions, including joint venture agreements, licenses, stock price adjustment agreements, executive
compensation agreements, and many others.20 When the owner of information requires such agreements be executed prior to
releasing that information, is this effort sufficient to meet the UTSA’s requirement that the owner make a reasonable effort to
maintain the secrecy of the information? This article will demonstrate that the answer to this question is often yes. This
article then explores what happens when the recipient of trade secret information breaches the obligation to keep information
a secret as specified in a nondisclosure agreement. Such breaches can lead to both a breach of contract action as well as an
independent cause of action for misappropriation of trade secrets.21 What is the effect of a limitation of damages provision in
the applicable nondisclosure agreement? Since both the breach of contract action and the misappropriation of trade secret
action can arise from the same set of facts, does the limitation apply to both situations? This article seeks to answer these
questions, and in doing so, it seeks to provide practical advice to help the practitioner use contractual provisions to establish
and protect trade secret information.
*52 B. The Increasing Need for Trade Secret Law in the Knowledge Economy
“The essence of trade secret law is that it provides rules of fair play in business transactions and stabilizes the relation[ship]
between otherwise competing parties.”22 Instead of hoarding valuable information, the owner of a trade secret may share it
through agreements and still be “assured continued ownership of the trade secret.”23 The sharing of information is as
important as ever as the business landscape has evolved into a service-oriented, information-based economy relying on the
rapid development of advanced technologies.24
For example, consider a new biotechnology company that is identifying its information assets. Rather than pursuing the more
expensive route of protecting its information assets through patents, this company could choose to create a portfolio of trade
secret information.25 This company would be aided in building its portfolio of trade secret rights because it would be tasked
simply with protecting the applicable information, as opposed to the owner of a patent, who would bear the task of creating
it.26
At the same time that this biotech company is building its portfolio of trade secret information and relying on trade secret
laws to protect it, the company is facing a business environment which puts that information increasingly at risk. Consider
the biotech company employees, for example. The knowledge economy is providing employees with opportunities, and the
employees themselves are increasingly moving from company to company rather than remaining with a single *53
employer.27 At the same time that employees are becoming more mobile, the size and complexity of modern businesses have
increased such that companies must entrust confidential business information to a greater number of mobile employees.28
This employee mobility increases the chances that confidential information from one employer will intentionally or
unintentionally be shared with competing enterprises.29
All of these factors--the advent of the knowledge economy, employee mobility, and increasing business size--have resulted in
a competitive marketplace where the misappropriation of trade secrets has become common. The result has been business

revenue loss and an increased desire among business people to maintain the legal rights in any valuable commercial
information they may hold. Trade secret law is left to create a balance of interests, which allows the trade secret holder to
share information with his employees or others while still maintaining the ownership and competitive advantage of that
information in an increasingly information-based economy.30 Trade secret law has been rising in importance such that it is
now considered to be the intellectual property protection of choice in the knowledge economy.31
*54 III. Brief History of Trade Secret Law
A. Trade Secret Law in the Early Years and the Need for the UTSA
It is said that the trade secret is “one of the most elusive and difficult concepts in the law to define.”32 The United States
Constitution grants the federal government the authority to protect intellectual property.33 Congress has used this power to
protect the intellectual property rights of patents and copyrights under federal statutory schemes.34 Trade secret rights, on the
other hand, have not been historically protected by the federal government, but instead through a combination of state
property, contract, and tort law.35 The federal intellectual property protections that cover copyrights, patents, and trademarks
arise from an agreement between the creator of the property and the government.36 “On the other hand, trade secret protection
stems from the creator’s ability to keep the property a secret.”37 Indeed, there is no federal trade secret law.38
The varied combination of property, contract and tort law left the earlier courts free to draw upon a variety of legal concepts
in deciding trade secret cases.39 As trade secrets can be protected through these varied state law rights, it is not unusual to see
causes of action brought under each theory arising from the same set of facts. For example, if a party breaches an agreement
by disclosing a trade secret, the aggrieved party may seek redress not only under contract principles but also under tort law.40
In one of the earliest trade secret cases, decided in 1868 by a *55 Massachusetts state court, the plaintiff sued his employee,
who had signed a contract agreeing not to disclose information about the plaintiff’s secretly developed machinery.41 When the
employee later joined a competing company, the court held that the employee had breached the nondisclosure agreement.
However, rather than following a straight contract interpretation, the court instead recognized the existence of the employer’s
property right in the trade secret information and set a precedent by applying injunctive relief in what was termed one of the
first trade secret cases.42 Approximately twenty years later, one of the earliest Supreme Court cases granted trade secret
protection to the ingredients of a medicine.43 From that point on, the Supreme Court heard only a handful of cases dealing
with trade secret issues until the relatively recent case of Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co.,44 in which the Supreme Court
recognized a property right in the trade secret since it is a product of the individual’s labor and invention.45
Even with the recognition of trade secret rights by the Supreme Court, trade secret law developed primarily in the state
courts.46 Like any body of law developed by various entities, the development was random.47 With the law evolving from
common law instead of from one statutory edict, the trade secret protections varied slightly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.48
While the Supreme Court interpreted a particular state’s trade secret law in Ruckelshaus as conferring a property right to the
trade secret owner, other states had rejected this notion of property as the basis of liability. Many states maintained that trade
secret law protected against breaches of confidential relationships, or they suggested that *56 while the holder’s rights in a
trade secret include a property right, it is the breach of confidence, rather than the infringement of a property right, that is the
gravamen of trade secret cases.49 At various times, actions for misappropriation of trade secrets had their origins in property
law, contract law or tort law depending upon the court and the particular facts and circumstances of the case.50 The difference
described above led to a cry for uniformity in the law.
B. The Restatement
As set forth above, the law of trade secrets is a development of state common law.51 The advancement of uniformity among
the states when it came to trade secret law began with the adoption of sections 757 through 759 of the Restatement (First) of
Torts. It was the first attempt to enunciate the generally accepted principles of trade secret law.52 “In 1939, the Restatement
attempted to clarify the common law principles of trade secret law from a ‘confusing body of precedent.”’53 Indeed, until the
UTSA was published, the Restatement was “considered the ‘most widely accepted’ statement of common law trade secret
principles.”54 The provisions of the Restatement became primary authority for trade secret law by virtue of their adoption in
nearly every reported case.55
*57 Under the Restatement, there are three requirements for a common law cause of action of trade secret misappropriation:

(1) proof of a trade secret, (2) improper disclosure or use of the trade secret, and (3) a loss which resulted from the improper
disclosure or use of the trade secret.56 Under the Restatement, a trade secret may consist of any formula, pattern, device or
compilation of information that is used in one’s business and gives one an opportunity to obtain an advantage over
competitors who do not know or use it.57 The Restatement provides six factors to consider in determining whether
information falling into the above categories qualifies as trade secret information or is information that is perhaps valuable,
but is not trade secret information. The six factors are:
(1) the extent to which information is known outside of [one’s] business; (2) the extent to which it is
known by employees and others involved in his business; (3) the extent of measures taken by him to
guard the secrecy of the information; (4) the value of the information to him and to his competitors; (5)
the amount of effort or money expended by him in developing the information; (6) the ease or difficulty
with which the information could be properly acquired or duplicated by others.58 Since the Restatement
was drafted, however, the economy has evolved into one increasingly focused on information. At the
same time, the development of trade secret law has been a piecemeal effort within jurisdictions.59 In
addition, the common law development has failed at times to adequately deal with important trade secret
issues.60

C. Introduction to the Uniform Trade Secrets Act
In an attempt to bring uniformity to the law of trade secrets in the various states and to correct the perceived inadequacies of
the Restatement in the face of rapid changes in the nature of business and the employer-employee relationship, the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws drafted the UTSA in 1979.61 The House of Delegates of the American
Bar Association approved the uniform act in February 1980.62 In August 1985, the NCCUSL adopted minor amendments to
the UTSA.63 In the prefatory notes to the 1985 amended document, *58 the commissioners note that trade secret law had not
developed satisfactorily, notwithstanding its importance to interstate business.64 Even in states where trade secret law had
developed, there was undue uncertainty regarding the parameters of trade secret protection and the appropriate remedies for
misappropriation.65 Thus, the UTSA was proposed to help remedy this confusion as well as to establish common rules for
trade secret disputes. Under the UTSA, a trade secret is any “information, including a formal, pattern, compilation, program,
device, method, technique, or process, that . . . derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being
generally known.”66 The UTSA, like the Restatement, is not law, but rather it establishes a set of model rules that states can
reject, accept in part, or accept in full.67 Similarly, the UTSA does not supersede the Restatement, as the Restatement
continues to be cited and used for guidance in cases involving the UTSA.68 Today, the UTSA is the most prevalent statutory
approach to trade secret law.69
D. Distinguishing the Uniform Trade Secret Act from the Restatement
The UTSA is derived largely from the Restatement and from the case law that developed around it following its adoption by
the various states.70 Yet, there are differences between the UTSA and the Restatement. Under the UTSA, “[a] trade secret can
be almost any information used in the operation of a business that is both sufficiently valuable and secret enough to allow a
business a competitive advantage.”71 The information protected includes programs, methods, techniques and processes that
have either potential or actual value.72 This is a wider body of information than could be considered a trade secret as
envisioned by the Restatement, which requires a trade secret to be a “process or device for continuous *59 use in the
operation of business.”73 As a result, the Restatement can be read to exclude protection of research and development
information because it is not yet in “continuous use.”74 Similarly, the Restatement can be read to deny protection to “negative
information” such as data on failed experiments, as these are not processes or devices. Such information could be viewed as
simply information relevant to the conduct of business, but not protected as a trade secret,75 or it could be viewed as simply
“business information” and similarly not protected.76
In addition, the UTSA’s criteria for determining whether information qualifies as a trade secret are different from those under
the Restatement.77 Under the UTSA, a trade secret can be any type of information that meets just two general requirements.
The requirements are that the information
(i) derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily
ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use, and (ii) is the
subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.78

Another distinction between the UTSA and the Restatement involves the employer-employee relationship. Under the
Restatement, one of six factors used to determine whether information should be protected as a trade secret is the extent to
which the information is known by employees.79 Under the UTSA, information does not lose trade secret status even if
revealed to employees so long as the second statutory requirement in the definition of a trade secret is satisfied: the
information *60 must be subject to reasonable efforts to maintain its secrecy.80 From a practical standpoint, consider the
hypothetical small biotech company discussed earlier. In such company, it could be necessary for all employees of the
company to become intimately aware of the information sought to be protected as a trade secret. The very nature of an
employee-employer relationship will often make it both unavoidable and entirely reasonable to disclose such information.81
The UTSA recognizes this reality.
Further, the UTSA provides that a complainant is entitled to injunctive relief and damages for the misappropriation of a trade
secret, where damages are defined to refer to the actual loss caused by the misappropriation and the unjust enrichment that is
not taken into account by computing the actual loss.82 A key difference between the UTSA and the Restatement is that the
UTSA specifically provides for injunctive relief while the Restatement does not.83
IV. The Use of Contracts to Protect Trade Secret Information
A. Reasonable Efforts and Other Requirements
While the UTSA provides that a broad variety of information may be considered trade secret information, the UTSA also
limits the scope of protectable trade secrets in three key ways. First, for the information to be considered a trade secret, it
must not be generally known or readily ascertainable.84 Comments to the UTSA indicate the information is readily
ascertainable if it is available in trade journals, reference books, or other published materials.85 Second, the UTSA *61
protects only the information which has value because it is not generally known.86 Third, trade secret information loses its
status as such if it is not the “subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.”87 This
third requirement is based on the rationale that if the owner of the information does not treat it as a trade secret, then the
courts should not as well.
Put simply, there are three questions the owner of information should ask herself under the UTSA:
a. Is the information generally known in the industry?
b. Would the information be valuable to a competitor?
c. Have I made reasonable efforts to keep the information confidential?88
If the owner answers no, yes, and yes, respectively, then the information is probably a trade secret under the UTSA.89
B. Reasonable Efforts Influence Other Factors
This article focuses primarily on the third requirement above, the concept that a trade secret loses its trade secret status if the
information owner does not use reasonable efforts to maintain the secrecy of such information. The efforts used to maintain
information as a trade secret are of vital importance as there is no fixed term for trade secret protection. “It lasts as long as the
holder satisfies the secrecy and reasonable efforts requirements.”90 However, the holder constantly faces the uncertainty that
she could suddenly lose her trade secret rights through disclosure, which could occur at any time she is deemed to have failed
to use reasonable efforts.91
As the American Bar Association has recognized, “[t]here is no precise definition of what ‘reasonable measures’ are; what is
reasonable depends on the *62 situation.”92 However, these efforts, regardless of what they are, will have an influential effect
on the other two aforementioned requirements, namely that the trade secret is not generally known and that it would be
valuable to a competitor. For example, the fact that a trade secret owner requests that a confidentiality agreement be signed
before revealing certain information suggests that the information is both valuable to a competitor and not generally known;

otherwise, why would the trade secret owner insist that the agreement be signed?93
Further, consider the requirement that information must be valuable to a competitor to be considered a trade secret. Since
most business information would have some value to a competitor, this requirement is fairly easy to satisfy, leaving the
reasonable efforts a party takes to maintain secrecy as the most important factor a court considers when determining whether
the information is worth protecting.94 In support of this position, the Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition provides that
the precautions taken to protect the secrecy of the information are a key factor to consider when determining its value.95
The reasonable efforts a party takes to protect and safeguard information may also allow the party redress against an alleged
misappropriator, even if the information at issue is readily ascertainable or generally known. Consider, for example, the case
of Amoco Production Co. v. Laird, where an employee of Amoco, tasked with assessing geological fault lines for potential
oil reserves, became frustrated with his employer and contacted a wildcatter regarding the likely location of oil on a piece of
property.96 After the wildcatter acquired the property, Amoco determined its employee had divulged information to the
wildcatter and sought a preliminary injunction against the wildcatter. The wildcatter argued that the information could have
been discovered without the aid of the information from the Amoco employee; in essence, it was readily ascertainable or
generally known.97 *63 However, the court held that due to Amoco’s expenditure of time and effort in locating the potential
oil reserves the resulting locations were considered to be trade secrets.98 Thus, the “reasonable efforts” taken by Amoco to
safeguard its information were successful in persuading the court that the information was a trade secret, even though the
information could have been readily ascertainable or known to those in the industry.99
C. Reasonable Efforts Are Needed to Protect Trade Secrets
Determining whether or not something is a trade secret is a heavily fact-sensitive inquiry. “[I]nformation that qualifies as a
trade secret under one set of facts may not be afforded protection under a different set of facts.”100 One of the most commonly
used and well-recognized approaches to safeguarding the access of trade secret information is a confidentiality agreement.
Note, for example, the Model Jury Instructions quoted below, which provide the following factors to be considered when
determining whether reasonable measures were taken to protect the secrecy of trade secret information:
(1) whether plaintiff made it a practice to inform its employees or others involved with its business that
the information was a trade secret . . .; (2) whether plaintiff required employees or others involved in its
business to sign confidentiality agreements regarding the information or agreements not to compete . . .;
(3) whether plaintiff restricted access to the information on a “need to know” basis; and (4) whether
plaintiff generally maintained tight security to protect the alleged trade secret, and did not voluntarily
disclose it to others, except in confidence.101 When a trade secret owner requires that confidentiality
agreements be signed, this act alone satisfies the first two criteria identified above. This act shows that
the trade secret owner made it a practice in the business to apprise employees that they would be exposed
to confidential information (as this could be set forth in the confidentiality agreement), and it also shows
that these agreements were in fact signed. Presumably, a company which systematically insisted such
agreements be signed would also satisfy the fourth requirement, namely that the company maintained
tight security controls and did not voluntarily disclose the information to others.

Unlike other forms of intellectual property, information becomes valuable trade secret property only if access to it is
safeguarded.102 As a practical matter, when it comes to litigation, the issue of the information owner’s reasonable efforts *64
is one frequently raised by the defendant.103 What a court interprets to be “reasonable efforts” varies with the circumstances,
as do many tests of reasonableness, but it is clear trade secret owners need not engage in extreme and unduly expensive
procedures to protect their trade secrets--only reasonable efforts.104 Given the uncertainty as to what comprises reasonable
efforts in many trade secret disputes, in many cases, “the holder’s efforts to preserve secrecy of the information are a key
point of attack,” with omissions “frequently difficult to justify as ‘reasonable’ in retrospect.”105
As long as information is subject to these reasonable efforts, the fact that the trade secret owner was not able to prevent the
disclosure of the information does not mean the information loses its status as a trade secret.106 In addition to Amoco
Production Co. v. Laird discussed earlier, another case that stands for such a proposition is Aries Information Systems, Inc. v.
Pacific Management Systems Corp.107 In this case, the plaintiff’s software was discovered and misappropriated by its
employees, the defendants, notwithstanding the fact that the plaintiff protected its software through proprietary notices on
customer contracts and the source code as well as through confidentiality agreements covering the software itself.108 Although

the defendants had discovered the software, this fact alone does not indicate that the steps taken to safeguard the trade secret
information were inadequate. Rather, the plaintiff’s efforts were found to be reasonable under the circumstances, and
therefore, the software itself was deemed a trade secret.109 The law does not require the owner of the trade secret to guard
against unpreventable methods of misappropriation.110
Another example is the case of the Settles, a couple who claimed to have a copy of the secret fried-chicken recipe developed
by KFC founder Colonel Harland Sanders more than 60 years ago.111 Preparing to sell it at an auction, the Settles took the
recipe to KFC officials to have it authenticated. KFC refused. Instead, it *65 sought and was successful in obtaining a
temporary restraining order against the Settles, preventing them from giving the recipe to a third party. The efforts KFC took
to protect its trade secret information included arranging for two different companies to each make half of the seasoning
recipe for KFC and later mixing the recipe halves, with each company’s personnel restricted from knowing the other
company’s contribution.112 In this case, the measures that KFC took to protect the secret recipe were sufficient to obtain the
restraining order, even absent any relationship between the trade secret owner, KFC, and the Settles.
Normal business parties cannot be expected to go to the same lengths as KFC did to protect their trade secrets. The breach in
a trade secret case often occurs when employees of a business misappropriate information owned by the business owner; in
such scenarios, the contract between the parties plays a key role in determining the outcome.113
D. Using a Contract to Demonstrate Reasonable Efforts
Before the UTSA came into effect courts frequently relied upon a contract, either express or implied, to afford trade secret
protection to information.114 Courts believed that trade secret protection was warranted only where there was some legal
relationship, such as a contractual agreement or confidential relationship giving rise to a duty not to disclose.115 Virtually all
trade secret protection programs include a form of confidentiality protection. “An employer will want to have its employee []
sign [a] confidentiality agreement[] to protect the employer’s trade secrets . . . and prevent disclosure of such information
both during and [if possible,] following the termination of the employment.”116 Courts have looked favorably, and sometimes
dispositively, upon the fact that the trade secret owner sought to protect its trade secrets under contract when determining
whether *66 reasonable efforts were made to protect the potentially trade secret information.117 In some cases, the contract is
thought to serve the dual function of satisfying trade secret requirements and also defining the employer-employee
relationship.118
Several courts have held that requiring employees to sign confidentiality agreements respecting trade secrets is sufficient to
constitute reasonable efforts to ensure secrecy of the information for trade secret protection.119 For example, in Morlife, Inc. v.
Perry, the court approved trade secret protection for customer lists after the plaintiff showed that it had limited the circulation
of the lists and advised its employees through an employment agreement and an employee handbook that the information was
confidential.120 In another case, a helicopter manufacturer was entitled to trade secret protection because its drawings were
stored in vaults, and the manufacturer had maintained security measures at its plants, which had included the use of
confidentiality agreements with its vendors.121 In another case, the reasonable measures to ensure secrecy included computer
databases with password restrictions and an employee handbook mandating that certain business information be kept
confidential and was binding on the employee.122 Another court held that an employer which had all employees sign
confidentiality agreements was able to pursue a case of misappropriation even though the *67 employer did not provide its
employees a written policy regarding this information.123
In a case involving manufacturing drawings, it was not considered favorably that the manufacturer had failed to take
reasonable precautions to maintain secrecy of its drawings when it permitted them to be given to numerous outside vendors
without requiring return of the drawings and when it permitted its own employees to photocopy drawings without having to
return photocopies to its vault.124 However, the court held that only “reasonable” precautions were necessary, and the fact that
the manufacturer required vendors and employees to sign confidentiality agreements, along with the fact that it would have
been impractical to forbid vendors from using drawings were matters for the jury to weigh against the manner in which the
manufacturer allowed its drawings to be used.125
In the last case, the only affirmative act the manufacturer took was to have confidentiality agreements signed. In MAI
Systems Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit determined that one step employers could
take to protect the trade secret status of their confidential information is to require that employees and third parties who are
given access to the information sign confidentiality agreements.126 Indeed, the court held that the requirement that employees

sign confidentiality agreements was enough to demonstrate reasonable steps to preserve secrecy.127
Similarly, in other cases mentioned, while factors other than the confidentiality agreement may have been cited in finding
that the party had taken reasonable efforts to protect secrecy, these measures are largely a product of doing business. What
business fails to segregate its customers’ information from its own? Prudent business owners would almost certainly make
sure to disallow their employees from leaving the premises with their customers’ information. Where else would drawings be
held except in a database or vault? Clearly, it is the confidentiality agreement which is the lynchpin of trade secret protection
in these cases.
E. Failure to Obtain a Confidentiality Agreement or to Comply with Its Terms
While contracts will greatly aid trade secret owners, or be determinative, when considering whether they have satisfied the
UTSA reasonable efforts requirement, public disclosures of the information can destroy protection.128 In a *68 case decided
under the Illinois Trade Secret Act, information related to the practice of distributing whey as a hog feed element did not
constitute a trade secret; the court specifically noted that the parties’ contract under which the information was disclosed did
not contain any confidentiality or nondisclosure provisions, and therefore the information was not a trade secret.129
Another case where the owner of information did not insist upon a confidentiality agreement to cover the information and
thereby did not satisfy the UTSA reasonable efforts requirements is a case involving the makers of flash-frozen, beaded ice
cream. In this case, the makers of the ice cream had no confidentiality agreement with the alleged infringers, and had never
indicated to the alleged infringers that the information disclosed was a trade secret.130 In another case the court held that a
plaintiff, who had granted access to its alleged trade secret equipment without requiring a confidentiality agreement, failed to
meet minimum safeguard standards.131 As numerous cases indicate, granting access to an allegedly secret piece of information
that is not protected by a confidentiality agreement does not meet the requirements for the information to be considered a
trade secret.132
Of course, the lack of a confidentiality agreement will not eliminate trade secret protection in all cases if the trade secret
owner takes other significant steps to safeguard the information. For example, in one case, the trade secret owner had no
written policy or procedures to ensure the confidentiality of its customer lists.133 The court noted that if the distribution of
customer list information were strictly limited to employees and outsiders whose access was necessary to the business, the
*69 reasonable efforts requirement may be satisfied, particularly if those given access to the information were advised to
preserve its confidentiality.134
At the same time, it is possible that even with the inclusion of a confidentiality agreement, one might not meet the reasonable
steps requirement. For example, if a party obtains a confidentiality agreement but does not treat the information as a secret,
the court will not recognize the trade secret.135 Logically, if a party desires to use a nondisclosure agreement to establish its
trade secret rights but does not adhere to the applicable requirements of the agreement, it is not entitled to the benefits under
that agreement.136 Likewise, no degree of effort to preserve the confidentiality of information will suffice if the information is
readily ascertainable by proper means or otherwise fails to qualify as a trade secret.137
V. Contracts and Trade Secret Law
A. Introduction
It is common for an information owner to use a contract to identify and protect trade secret information. When the
information is used in conflict with the contract, then the contract may be used as the basis for both a trade secret claim and a
breach of contract action. This dual cause of action is recognized in the Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition, which
states: “The existence of an express or implied-in-fact contract protecting trade secrets does not preclude a separate cause of
action in tort under the rules in this [s]ection.”138 Indeed, one *70 state supreme court has stated, “[t]he basis of [the] trade
secret case is a ‘breach of contract.”’139
If a party uses trade secret information in violation of an express agreement, trade secret law provides a variety of incentives
to bring a trade secret cause of action, including more liberal remedies to the aggrieved party and no requirement that an
express contractual relationship be established in a trade secret misappropriation claim.140 At the same time, given the

challenges of proving the information is a trade secret, some plaintiffs may prefer filing the straightforward breach of
contract action rather than having to satisfy the requirements of the UTSA.141 Some commentators have even suggested that
bringing both causes of action better directs the court’s attention to the unfairness of the trade secret theft, particularly when
one party acts in opposition to the manner required by a contract. This strategy could potentially allow the proponent to skirt
some of the evidentiary requirements of each claim.142 Yet, for a variety of reasons, when it comes to these dual causes of
action, plaintiffs often abandon their breach of contract causes of action before entering the courtroom. Further, courts tend to
pay little attention to the terms of a contract that could limit damages in a trade secret case, notwithstanding whether this
same contract can be used to establish the existence of the trade secret. This section of the article investigates some common
reasons for the plaintiffs’ and courts’ treatment of the contract--the forgotten dance partner in the trade secret ballroom.
B. Trade Secret Damages
The traditional remedy for trade secret misappropriation is an injunction against further use and disclosure followed by
damages for the harm resulting from unauthorized interim use of the trade secret.143 “Generally, once the court finds
misappropriation, it issues an injunction as a matter of course and awards provable damages.”144 As one noted commentator
puts it, the objective of the injunction is *71 to “plug the leaks in the dam first, then assess the damages afterward.”145
Injunctive relief is vital to trade secret cases as damages are often difficult to prove and money may be insufficient to remedy
the misappropriation.146
Beyond injunctive relief, damages awards can include both the actual loss caused by the misappropriation and the unjust
enrichment to the defendant that is not taken into account in computing actual loss.147 The type of damages included in the
term “actual loss” vary depending on the circumstances, but the term clearly includes the profits gained by the
misappropriation and the lost business opportunities of the trade secret owner.148 In fact, some extremely sizable trade secret
awards--221 million dollars in one case and 47 million in another--have been comprised largely of lost profits.149
As long as there is no double counting, the Act also allows recovery of the misappropriator’s unjust enrichment caused by the
misappropriation in addition to actual losses.150 Unjust enrichment is not based upon the trade secret owner’s loss; instead, it
is based on the benefits, profits, or advantage gained by the misappropriator. The court compares the costs incurred by the
defendant using the trade secret against the costs that he would have incurred had he not used the trade secret.151
*72 C. Breach of Contract Damages: The Restatement
To arrive at a damages award in a breach of contract case, the plaintiff and the court must overcome some institutional
calculation hurdles, namely establishing what set of law applies and what damages are appropriate for the breach. The
Restatement (Second) of Contracts provides an approach to calculate damages152 as does the Uniform Commercial Code
(U.C.C.).
The Restatement’s approach to damages is based on the distinction between expectation and reliance damages, meaning the
difference between the position that an injured party would have expected to occupy had the breach not occurred and the
position he would have occupied had the contract never existed at all.153 The expectation measure of damages allows for
recovery of lost profits, while the reliance damages allow only for out-of-pocket costs.154 Typically courts award these
out-of-pocket, or reliance, expenses, only when a party is unable to prove lost profits with a reasonable degree of certainty.155
Under the Restatement, if a claimant is suing for breach, the best he could hope for would be a recovery for lost profits, as
out of pocket costs are awarded when the claimant is unable to prove lost profits.
As opposed to a breach of contract case, a claimant suing for misappropriation of trade secrets may recover lost profits, lost
business opportunity, injunctive relief, and unjust enrichment. Therefore, it is clear that there is no advantage to pursuing a
breach of contract case under the Restatement, unless, as set forth above, the party is unable to prove that the information was
indeed a trade secret.
D. Breach of Contract Cases: The U.C.C.
Article two of the U.C.C. governs the rights and obligations of buyers and sellers in transactions for the sale of goods.156 One
might envision a scenario *73 where U.C.C. rules and trade secret laws would mingle, such as if the owner of the small

biotech company described earlier sold a computer bio-chip, and the sale contract included a confidentiality clause which
applied to certain features of the chip.
The U.C.C. has been adopted wholly, or at least partially, in all of the fifty states.157 Like the Restatement, the underlying goal
of the U.C.C. when it comes to damages is to put the injured party in as good a position as it would have occupied if the other
party had fully performed.158 When a party fails to perform under a contract, the damages differ depending on whether the
party is the seller or the buyer in the transaction.159 Specifically, the U.C.C. refers to both incidental damages and
consequential damages. Incidental damages do not overlap with the damages typically awarded in trade secret cases as they
are unique to the transaction between a buyer and seller. Typically, they relate specifically to the goods, such as the costs
associated with rejecting non-conforming goods or the costs in caring for goods before they are rejected.160
Consequential damages, on the other hand, are those that were foreseeable at the time the contracting party entered into the
contract.161 Consequential damages include a “loss resulting from general or particular requirements and needs of which the
[breaching party] at the time of contracting had reason to know and which could not be reasonably be prevented by cover or
otherwise.”162 A commonly awarded consequential damage is the lost profits that a party failed to realize due to the breach.163
*74 Considering that a cause of action for the misappropriation of a trade secret includes lost profits as a component of the
“actual losses” that are awarded, there is little advantage to pursuing a breach of contract case under the U.C.C. unless the
party is unable to prove that the information was indeed a trade secret.164 The compensation model under both the U.C.C. and
the Restatement is to put the aggrieved party in the same position as if the breaching party had performed.165 Similarly, one
model of compensation for trade secret misappropriation is to compensate the trade secret owner the profits it lost due to the
acts of the misappropriating party.166 However, the UTSA goes further than to simply put the trade secret owner in the same
position as if its trade secret had not been misappropriated. The UTSA provides compensation to the trade secret owner
whether or not such benefit was reasonably obtainable by the trade secret owner.167 For example, under the UTSA, the owner
of a trade secret is entitled to profits that he lost due to the misappropriation or the unjust enrichment the wrongdoer gained
by misappropriation, whichever is greater. No similar “either/or” calculation is available under a traditional breach of
contract claim.168 In fact, under the UTSA, *75 the plaintiff may obtain damages measured by the amount the plaintiff was
required to lower its own prices to compete effectively with the defendant’s products, as well as an amount to compensate the
plaintiff for future price erosion until it can reestablish its prices.169 Further, a party who misappropriates a trade secret
associated with a product is also liable for negatively impacting the market for goods. For example, if a misappropriating
party sells faulty goods and negatively affects the market or goodwill of the trade secret owner’s business for the original
goods, the trade secret owner has been found entitled to damages.170 Such damages are well beyond the scope of incidental
and consequential damages.
Recall that damages in a breach of contract case are those that would put the injured party in as good a position as if the other
party had not breached and had fully performed. Contrast this position with that taken by the court in University Computing
Co. v. Lykes-Youngstown Corp.,171 a case cited in various jurisdictions when calculating trade secret damages. In this case,
the defendants were unsuccessful in marketing a product developed using the misappropriated trade secret and failed to
realize profits on that product.172 In such a case, if the damages had been strictly limited to those under a breach of contract
action, then the damages would have been zero, as the information owner was not injured and was essentially in as good a
position as if the other party had not taken the wrongful action. Instead, in this case, the court held the proper measure of
damages was not the profits lost, but the fair price of licensing the trade secret, amounting to a royalty.173
Clearly the UTSA casts a broad net when considering what comprises an “actual loss.” Undoubtedly, one influence on this
policy has been the Supreme Court’s historical view that the relationship of the intellectual property owner and the
intellectual property holder is one of a principal to an agent or trustee, where the agent or trustee must hand over the proceeds
of his wrongdoing.174 This historical *76 basis, along with the broad scope of damages available to a trade secret owner,
makes a case of trade secret misappropriation more attractive than the traditional breach of contract case.
E. Further Advantages of the Trade Secret Misappropriation Case
The damages under the UTSA are flexible and allow for the courts to formulate the appropriate damages for the situation.175
For example, the UTSA provides for exemplary damages if the misappropriating party acted willfully and maliciously.176 This
type of damage is not typically available in breach of contract actions.177 Trade secret damages may also include recovery of
out-of-pocket and employee expenses when the trade secret owner must incur these costs to protect its business from the

effects of the misappropriation its trade secrets.178
In addition to the wide scope of damages available to the misappropriation claimant, various limitations apply to damages
under the U.C.C. and the Restatement that do not generally apply to damages under the UTSA. For example, under the
U.C.C. and the Restatement damages must be “reasonable to know” at the time of contracting.179 Further, the Restatement
requires that damages must be established with reasonable certainty in order to be recoverable.180 The U.C.C. requires that the
damages have some degree of definitiveness and accuracy, given the facts at hand.181 In other words, damages which are
speculative cannot be *77 recovered.182 In addition, the damages under the Restatement and the U.C.C. must be
“foreseeable.”183
The UTSA has no similar requirements that the damages must be reasonable to know, able to be established with reasonable
certainty, and foreseeable.184 When damages are unable to be established with certainty in a trade secret case, that uncertainty
does not preclude recovery, for the plaintiff is afforded every opportunity to prove damages once a misappropriation is
shown.185 Indeed, in cases where actual losses would not be able to be calculated with reasonable certainty, the damages are
not denied; instead, they may be “measured by imposition of liability for a reasonable royalty.”186 For example, courts in trade
secret cases have awarded lost profits to the information owner, even though the plaintiff was unable to show the lost profits
in any way.187
*78 F. No Privity Required Under the UTSA
Under a contract theory of damages a baseline assumption is that the parties were in privity of contract when the damages
arose. The general rule is that only parties to a contract may sue or be sued for breach of that contract.188 Trade secret
damages require no such relationship. In some instances, damages are extended to third parties not otherwise involved in the
original disclosure of confidential information. For example, when an employer learns that trade secret information was
disclosed to it by a new employee, the employer is equally liable for the trade secret “use” even before the employer uses the
information and even if the employer is innocent of the knowledge of the misappropriation.189 When facing a use or
disclosure claim against it, the employee’s new company may assert that it did not know that its employee had used or
disclosed trade secret information. However, to be liable for trade secret misappropriation, the standard is not actual
knowledge of the wrongdoing. It is constructive knowledge.190 If the facts shown that a company’s directors or officers knew
or should have known that the alleged wrongdoing was occurring, liability may attach to those individuals.191
G. Attorney Fees and Punitive Damages
Unless the contract explicitly provides for an award of attorney fees, they are typically not available in a breach of contract
action.192 In a trade secret case under the UTSA, a court may award reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party “[i]f (i) a
claim of misappropriation is made in bad faith, (ii) a motion to terminate an injunction is made or resisted in bad faith, or (iii)
willful and malicious misappropriation exists.”193
*79 As to punitive damages, they are not allowed in contract cases except in those rare cases in which the breach constitutes
an independent tort, meaning the contract case itself does not give rise to such damages.194 If willful and malicious
misappropriation exists, the UTSA recognizes the damages as arising from a tort rather than a contract action, and it allows
the court to award exemplary damages as long as they do not exceed twice any award for compensatory damages.195
H. Summarizing the Differences Between Trade Secret and Contract Damages
Generally speaking, in any breach of contract case, it is an advantageous tactic for a plaintiff to plead a tort case in addition to
the breach of contract case, as the tort damages are typically less restricted by the concepts of foreseeability, and a tort claim
may also avoid a contract clause limiting consequential damages.196 Similarly, a party who may bring both a breach of
contract case and a misappropriation of trade secret case has substantial advantages in focusing on the trade secret
misappropriation case. The plaintiff in a trade secret case is not only entitled to receive all of the damages typically awarded
in a breach of contract case, but she also benefits from the possibility of receiving punitive damages, attorney fees, and a
broad construction of “actual losses.” Further, there is no requirement that privity of contract exist between the parties or that
the damages be reasonable, foreseeable or able to be established with reasonable certainty.

VI. Contract and Trade Secret Cases
A. Introduction
The fact patterns that lead a plaintiff to claim both breach of contract and misappropriation of trade secrets are legion, as the
contract that can be used to meet the requirement of the trade secret owner using “reasonable efforts” to protect its trade
secrets can also provide the basis of a breach of contract claim. Because of its frequent emphasis on relational duties, trade
secret law often implicates contract *80 principles more than property principles.197 Recall that the damages referred to as
“consequential damages” are typically awarded in a contract case. Consider, however, the recent Seventh Circuit case, Micro
Data Base Systems, Inc. v. Dharma Systems, Inc. in which the court concluded that the lost business suffered by the trade
secret holder constituted “reasonably foreseeable” consequential damages.198 Another prominent trade secret case is World
Wide Prosthetic Supply, Inc. v. Mikulsky.199 In this trade secret case, the court concluded the lost profits sought by the
claimant would be reasonably foreseeable damages and therefore properly awarded.200 The court found that the plaintiff’s
claim for consequential damages could include its lost sales due to the defendant introducing an inferior product into the
market.201 Both the appellate court and the Wisconsin Supreme Court were not convinced by the argument of Mikulsky, who
argued these lost sales made it potentally liable for unlimited consequential damages.202
In both of these cases, the plaintiffs made claims for breach of contract in addition to misappropriation under their respective
states’ versions of the UTSA.203 In both cases the plaintiffs were awarded consequential damages. However, in both cases, it
was not the breach of contract that yielded these damages, but instead, the misappappropriation of trade secrets.204
B. Contract Superseding Trade Secret Theories
The plaintiff in a breach of contract case may strategically plead a cause of action in tort, such as fraud, to avoid having a
clause in the contract limit damages.205 In such an event, it is often the case that plaintiffs are making an effort to avoid the
effect of the contract altogether. In a trade secret misappropriation case, the plaintiff must do just the opposite. The existence
and effect of the contract are extremely important to the case, for without the contract, the information at issue may not
qualify as trade secret information under the UTSA. *81 The trade secret misappropriation case is a paradoxical case, where
the contract is needed by the plaintiff in order to establish the trade secret, but then is also unwanted, particularly if the
contract would limit damages available to the plaintiff.
In one trade secret misappropriation case, the court stated, “Our review of the case law leads us to the conclusion that every
case requires a flexible and imaginative approach to the problem of damages.”206 This flexibility would appear to work in the
plaintiff’s favor and may not be surprising, considering a common view of courts is that trade secret law is rooted in
commercial morality.207 Clearly, courts want to be flexible, be imaginative, and “do the right thing” when it comes to
plaintiffs who have proven misappropriation. However, what happens when the contract, which helps the plaintiff prove the
existence of the trade secret, also limits the remedies available to the plaintiff?
Take the case of an employee, Richard Michels, who appealed a decision rendered in favor of his employer Dyna-Kote
Industries, Inc.208 After Michels resigned from Dyna-Kote, his employer sued him, seeking a preliminary injunction
preventing Michels from using certain formulas and mixing instructions while soliciting business for himself.209 Michels had
executed an employment agreement which covered this information, and the company was successful in obtaining a
preliminary injunction on the basis that Michels was unlawfully using this information.210
On appeal, the court stated that Dyna-Kote had originally sought injunctive relief under Indiana’s version of the UTSA.211
The appellate court further noted that the UTSA as adopted in Indiana “displaces all conflicting law of this state pertaining to
the misappropriation of trade secrets, except contract law.”212 The appellate court therefore decided that because Michels’s
employment contract with Dyna-Kote governed the relationship of the parties and their respective interests in *82 the trade
secrets relevant to the employment relationship, Dyna-Kote could not make a separate claim for misappropriation under the
Indiana UTSA.213 In essence, because the parties elected to cover certain trade secrets in their contract, the contract was their
sole vehicle for resolving any resulting claim or defense to that claim that might arise as related to those trade secrets.
C. Courts Ignore the Contract

A rule of contract interpretation provides that if language is clear and explicit, a court will ascertain the intent of the parties
from the written provisions of the contract itself.214 Similarly, without evidence that the intention of the parties was to use a
different meaning, the ordinary meaning of the language of the contract is entitled to prevail.215 Simply put, if a provision in a
contract is clear and has been agreed upon, it is entitled to its application. However, when giving effect to contractual terms
in a trade secret dispute, courts frequently skip the contractual terms altogether. An illustrative case is McRoberts Software,
Inc. v. Media 100, Inc.216 In this case, McRoberts Software, Inc. (“MSI”) licensed a software program to Media 100,
including the source code and executable code of the product.217 The license agreement under which Media 100 received the
program included both an integration paragraph and a limitation of liability paragraph providing that liability “shall not
exceed the aggregate amount paid [by the breaching party] to the other under this Agreement.”218 Further, this same limitation
precluded “special, *83 indirect, incidental, or consequential damages including without limitation loss of profit.”219 MSI sued
Media 100 on various theories, including breach of contract, trade secret misappropriation, and copyright infringement, all
based on acts which were founded upon a breach of the terms of the license agreement.220 MSI claimed that the source code
provided to Media 100 was a trade secret under the UTSA, as implemented under Indiana law, and that Media 100
misappropriated the source code, entitling MSI to damages.221 Media 100 argued, on the other hand, that all of the actions
were contractual in nature, and the cap on damages was applicable to the damages claimed by MSI.222 The court ruled that
simply because McRoberts entered into a license agreement did not mean that it waived its rights to a cause of action based
on the trade secret misappropriation. “Were the [c]ourt to hold otherwise, any party seeking to protect its trade secrets would
be obliged not to put its intentions into the contract, lest that become a Trojan horse, limiting rather than protecting the
party’s rights to seek redress.”223 Recognizing that the Indiana law would allow contracting parties to waive some or all of
their rights to sue based on a trade secret cause of action, the court indicated:
the proper legal presumption is that MSI retains the right not to have its trade secrets misappropriated, the
burden falls on [Media 100] to show either that: (a) the language of the contract unambiguously shows
that MSI waived that right; or (b) the language is ambiguous, but the parties’ intent was to address all
misappropriation claims solely as contract claims.224
As to the limitation of liability contained in the license agreement, which limited monetary damages and precluded
consequential damages including loss of profit, the court deemed it as “nothing more than a back door attempt to make the
same argument (through a restriction on permissible damages instead of a restriction on permissible causes of action) that the
[c]ourt has already rejected--that a licensing agreement presumptively preempts the intellectual property rights *84 of the
licensor.”225 The court then indicated that considering the nondisclosure clause did not specifically waive the redress under
the UTSA, Media 100 failed to establish that the parties intended to waive their rights under Indiana’s UTSA.226
The court here turns the normal principle of contract interpretation on its head. Rather than giving meaning to a limitation of
liability provision contained in the parties’ agreement, the court puts the burden of proof on the contracting party, Media 100,
to prove that MSI intended to waive its intellectual property rights and have its trade secrets misappropriated. Not
surprisingly, Media 100 was unable to meet this high threshold.227 The appellate court later granted judgment for McRoberts
in an amount of over 2.1 million dollars, which included damages for trade secret misappropriation, and lost profits were a
component of the damages awarded.228
It may be persuasive that if MSI and Media 100 intended that their contract cover the trade secret rights of each party, then
the contract could have specifically mentioned this. At the same time, it seems at least equally persuasive that to give any
meaningful effect to the contractually agreed upon limitation of liability which excluded lost profits, MSI should have been
barred from receiving lost profits as a result of the misuse of the information provided under that same contract. One could
reasonably wonder whether it is the claim of misappropriation that is the Trojan horse, limiting the plain meaning of the
contract.
Another case in which a court ignored a contractual term is Sikes v. McGraw-Edison Co.229 In this case, the court ruled in
favor of the trade secret holder Sikes, who had disclosed a trade secret to the defendant under an agreement which required
the defendant to hold the information in confidence for two years.230 The defendant argued that when considering damages,
the court should take into account that the agreement entitled the defendant to use the information after the two year
confidentiality period without prohibition. The court completely disregarded this contractual term, indicating that the
defendant had breached the agreement and therefore should not benefit from its terms.231 The court then went *85 on to
uphold the jury’s damages award considering a period of use well beyond the two year period. In support of its holding, the
court said, “[N]o man can say with certainty what might have happened had McGraw-Edison complied with the clause.”232
Oddly, the court in this case did not hold that the contract was not applicable, but instead recognized the opposite, indicating

that the defendant had breached the contract. However, even while so finding, it refused McGraw-Edison the benefit of
applying its applicable terms.
In yet another trade secrets case, the court recognized that a party’s breach of a contract containing a confidentiality clause
might be deemed a breach of contract, but the court found the breach relevant only as it related to proving whether the party
breached its duty of confidence, as is required for the injured party to make a trade secret claim.233
D. Courts Apply the Contract
There are cases where courts give effect to agreed-upon contractual language. In the case of Allen Brothers, Inc. v. Abacus
Direct Corp.,234 the plaintiff sued Abacus Direct (now known as DoubleClick), claiming that DoubleClick had disclosed
confidential information about its customers to a competitor, in violation of the contracts between Allen Brothers and
DoubleClick. These contracts contained a limitation of liability clause which stated that the parties “will not hold each other
responsible for any incidental or consequential damages[,] including but not limited to lost profits, lost data, or lost business
that may arise from this relationship regardless of the cause.”235 Allen Brothers argued to the District Court in the Northern
District of Illinois, Eastern Division that it should be permitted to seek actual damages as permitted under the Colorado Trade
Secrets Act, notwithstanding the limitation of liability clause contained in the contract, which appeared to limit those
damages. However, the court noted that as a general rule, parties may enter into contracts extinguishing or limiting the
statutory provisions which may confer a right upon the respective parties, such as those conferred by the Colorado Trade
Secrets Act.236 The court then ruled that the limitation of liability provision in the contract limited Allen Brothers from
seeking anything but nominal *86 damages for any actual loss.237 However, to the court noted that the Colorado Trade Secrets
Act allowed the plaintiff to assert a claim of unjust enrichment as well, despite the existence of the express contract.238
These case examples show the inconsistency of courts when applying contractual limitations to a trade secret
misappropriation case. In the Allen Bros. case, the contract provision that excluded damages was heeded by the court,
regardless of whether the damages arose under a theory of contract or trade secret. In McRoberts Software, the court refused
to apply a provision in the contract limiting damages, as the court believed the contract would “preempt” the intellectual
property rights of the plaintiff.
E. Commentators Views on Trade Secret Versus Contract Cases
Commentators offer a variety of views as to why the language in a contract may give way to a misappropriation claim based
on the same contract. One view contends that since intellectual property law reflects a careful balance of interests, contracts
that supersede or conflict with that balance should not be enforced.239 Another view contends that courts should essentially
ignore breach of contract actions altogether and avoid treating the trade secret misappropriation regime separately from
breach of contract actions:240
Courts must avoid treating the two regimes as entirely independent claims for the misappropriation of confidential
information through violation of a quid pro quo agreement. . . . There is only one “wrong”: [t]he use or disclosure of the
confidential information in violation of the quid pro quo agreement. A contract claim for breach of that same agreement is a
weaker “lesser included” fallback theory. Contract claims should be considered only when the holder cannot satisfy . . . [the]
requirements [of trade secret protection], and consequently, there is no trade secret law violation.241 *87 As has been stated
earlier, trade secret law is rooted in commercial morality. If courts agree that trade secret law serves a primary function of
preserving standards of commercial ethics, as one commentator argues, then perhaps it is not surprising that courts will
sidestep provisions in contracts that, if enforced, would serve to undermine their view of this morality.242

VII. Contract Drafting
Contracts between commercial parties, as opposed those between an employer and employee, frequently contain provisions
in which one party or both seek to limit their liability for damages. These provisions often have the parties disclaim their right
to special, incidental and consequential damages, as in illustrated by an example clause from the American Bar Association’s
Model Electronic Payments Agreement, which states that “[n]either party shall be liable to the other under this Agreement for
any special, incidental or consequential damages.”243 Generally, the parties that receive the benefit of such limitations,
regardless of the exact text, are seeking to eliminate their potential liability for damages that were both reasonably foreseen at

the time the contract was executed and those that were not reasonably foreseen at the time of drafting.244
What can the parties to a contract expect if they include a limitation of liability provision in an agreement, and subsequently,
one party breaches the contract and misappropriates a trade secret? As stated earlier, a general contract interpretation
principle is that unless another meaning is clearly intended by the parties, words should be given their ordinary meaning.245
Another common principle is that contracts are to be read as a whole, with each part having its own *88 significance.246 Could
this be said to have happened in the case of McRoberts Software, which explicitly carved out “loss of profits” as a potential
type of damages that could be awarded to a party to the contract? Recall that in this case this limitation was ineffective to
exclude the damages for trade secret misappropriation, despite the fact that the information at issue was provided under the
contract, and that the same factual circumstance (i.e. the breach of a duty of confidentiality in a nondisclosure agreement)
gave rise to both the misappropriation case and the breach of contract case. The cardinal rule for contract interpretation is to
ascertain the intention of the parties,247 and contract interpretation principles state that each part of a contract is to have its
own significance, with words given their ordinary meaning, so shouldn’t the court have given the express prohibition of lost
profits their ordinary meaning? Is it necessary that a contract drafter specifically mention every single statute under which
such damages could potentially be awarded to increase the likelihood that the contract’s limitation of liability will be
enforced?
Will the contractual limitation be applied as it was in Allen Brothers, or will the defendant be deemed to have breached the
contract and therefore not entitled to benefit from any limitation of liability that may have been included, as the court
indicated in Sikes? Under current law, it is unclear. What seems clear is that drafters of agreements should specifically
mention trade secret damages and the applicable state UTSA statute in their limitation of liability provisions if they wish to
increase the likelihood of excluding liability for trade secret damages that may arise from information exchanged under that
agreement.
VIII. Conclusion
Since trade secret business information is a valuable commodity, companies that fail to protect it quickly lose ground to the
competition. Nondisclosure agreements and clauses seek to prevent trade secret information from being disclosed.
Furthermore, these agreements are used to determine whether the information at issue qualifies as trade secret information
under the Uniform Trade Secrets Act. Once the agreement is used to establish the information as a trade secret, if there is
misuse of the information, there is strategic benefit to plaintiffs pursuing a misappropriation of trade secret case as opposed to
a breach of contract case, due to the more widely varied damages available to plaintiffs under a misappropriation case. In
addition, courts and juries sometimes view a misappropriation claimant more favorably than a contract claimant, as trade
secret law is rooted in commercial morality.
While plaintiffs may abandon their breach of contract cases for trade secret cases, it appears the courts may sometimes do the
same, as is evidenced by certain *89 courts’ refusals to apply contractual provisions which may serve to limit trade secret
damages. This dual approach by courts and claimants leaves contracts that are brought to trial, but quickly left behind, like a
forgotten dance partner in the trade secret ballroom.
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